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Questions to consider when developing a mad narrator: 

 What level of madness is the character starting from? Or, “How f*&$ing crazy is this person?” 

(Thus: at what point in the rabbit hole is the reader starting on this journey with the author?)

 Is the narrator aware of his or her own mental instability? 

 What point of view is best for your narrator, in order to capture voice most effectively? To leave

the reader with not the loudest voice, but with the most memorable voice? 

 What structure will then best support the voice and a fractured/fracturing mind? How fractured 

will the structure itself be?

 What anchors will you put in place for the reader to take breaks and ground themselves in the 

plot and voice?

 What cues and clues do you feed the reader to signal the development of madness?

In contemporary literature, the author must be careful to avoid providing cliche clues in the  

physical description (the beady eyes, or the drool, or the crooked clothes, or the shadiness of a man or 

woman). The difference is to remember not using clues but cues an author can give the reader: slip-up 

in voice, repetition, rhythm, structure, meta text, and dialogue. 

This is a privilege to develop a character whose madness can reflect the world and its own insanity, the 

slow or rapid disintegration of the mind, and the horror of mortality's confinements. 



Structural Tools

Way to manipulate story structure to reflect the voice include:

-Interrupted Stories or Nested Stories

-Invented Languages 

-Footnotes or End Notes, Appendices 

-Non-Linear Chapters

-Fractured Dialogue 

-Fractured Text 

-Graphics

-Framing: Epilogues, Epigraphs, Prologues, the Confessional Story, etc.

-Diaries, Letters, Daily Lists 

-Non-Linear Time Sequences or Order of Events

-Conflicting POVs within a single character: 1st person and 3rd person, etc. 


